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The Rogers-Ramanujan identities have been extended to odd moduli by B. 
Gordon and to moduli of the form 4k + 2 by G. Andrews. We demonstrate 
and prove an extension to all even moduli, and provide a theorem which holds 
for all moduli. 
INTRODUCTION 
The following generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities holds 
for all moduli: 
THEOREM. Given positive integer k, j = 0 or 1 and integral r such that 
0 < r < (2k +j)/2, dejine A,,,,j(n) to be the number of partitions of n 
into parts +O, fr (mod 2k + j). Let B k,r,j(n) denote the number of partitions 
(dI + d, + ... + d,) of n such that di >, d,+l , di > di,,-, + 2, if di < 
difk-2 + 1 then 4 + di+, + ... + difkm2 = r - 1 (mod 2 -j), and at 
most r - 1 of the di equal 1. Then A,,,,(n) = B,,,,i(n) for all n. 
For k = 2,j = 1, r = 1 or 2, this yields the Rogers-Ramanujan identities 
[4, Theorems 364, 3651. With j = 1 and k, r arbitrary, we have Gordon’s 
generalization [3]. Letting k = 3, j = 0, r = 2, we have the classical result 
of Euler that the partitions into odd parts are equinumerous with the par- 
titions into distinct parts. With j = 0, k odd and r arbitrary, we pull together 
two theorems of Andrews [l, Theorem 2; 2, p. 117, ex. 81. For the case 
j = 0, k even and r arbitrary, this result is new. 
Proof. As mentioned above, the case j = 1 is Gordon’s theorem. To 
prove the case j = 0, we shall mimic Andrews’ proof of Gordon’s theorem 
[2, pp. 106-111. 
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For lq/ <I, 1x1 < lqj-l, wedefine 
where (A)% = (A; q)n = (1 - A)(1 - Aq) ... (1 - Aqn-l), 
4&a; x; 4) = &.T(G xq; 4) - W~~k*,-lk xq; s>. 
LEMMA 1. 
(--xq)m Jc+1)/2.r/2( a* x2; 43 - (-w>cc Jb+l),2.(r-2),2(~; x2; 4‘9 9 
= (1 + xq)(--Xq2)~(Xq)'-2~J(k-l),2,(k--r+l)/2(~; x2q2; q2) 
- 
aJ(k-l),2,(k--r+2)/2(a; x2q2; q2)l* 
Proof. This follows directly from Andrews’ lemma 7.2 [2, p. 1071 with 
x, q replaced by x2, q2. 
LEMMA 2. 
(-c&n J0+1),2.r/2(0; 1; q2) = (1 - qy. 
Proof. 
n fo,hsfmod 2k) 
(-da? &-1),2,r,2(0; 1; q2) 
= (-da2 ffc4,2,r,2(O; q2; q2) 
= (-da m 
(q2; q2>co z. 
q(k-l)n+(r-l)ne+2n-rn(l _ qT(2n+19(-l)n qncn-l) 
= (q);l f (-1)" qkn2+w-ryl - qwzn+l)) 
12=0 
= ii (1 - qy. 
724 
n+o,i;r(mod2k) 
The last line uses Jacobi’s triple product identity [4, Eq. 19.9.11 to conclude 
the proof of this lemma. 
Now, let bk.&z, n) denote the number of partitions (4 + d, + .*. + d,,J 
of n into exactly m parts such that di 2 di+l , di > di+r-l + 2, if di < 
ditk-2 + 1 then 4 + di+, + ... + di+k-1 5 r - 1 (mod 2), and at most 
r- 1 ofthed,equal 1. 
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LEMMA 3. If we define 
&Am, 4 = -b,,,(m + 1, n + 1), 
and,for 1 <r Gk, 
(1) 
(2) 
bk,$-(m, n) = i 
if m = n = 0 
if m < 0 or n ,< 0 but (m, n) # (0, 0), (3) 
then, for 1 < r < k, 
bdm, 4 - bk,l--2(m, 4 = bk,k-,+,(m - r + 1, n - 4 
+ bk.k-r+Sm + r + A n - 4. (4) 
Proof. If m < n and 2 < r < m, then b&m, n) - bk,&m, n) counts 
the number of partitions among those counted by bk.,(m, n) which have 
exactly r - 1 or r - 2 ones. If we take such a partition with r - 1 ones, 
it can have at most k - 1 - (r - I) = k - r twos, and it can have exactly 
this many since (r - 1) x 1 f (k - r) x 2 = r - 1 (mod 2). If we remove 
the r - 1 ones and subtract one from each of the remaining parts, we have 
a new partition (say, fi + ... + firl--T+l) of n - m into m - r + 1 parts 
such that fi > J;:+r , fi > fi+lc-I + 2, at most k - r of the f;l equal 1, and 
finally, if J; < A+lc-2 + 1, then (fi + 1) ,< (fi+lc-2 + 1) + 1 which 
implies (fi + I ) + ... + ( fi+k-z + I) = r - 1 (mod 2). and thus fi + fi+l + 
... + fi+kmz G k - r (mod 2). We thus have a one-to-one correspon- 
dence between partitions counted by bk,,(m, n) with exactly r - 1 ones, and 
partitions counted by bk,k-r+l(m - r f 1, n - m). 
If we take a partition counted by bLsr(m, n) with exactly r - 2 ones, it 
can have at most k - r twos, since if it should have k - r + 1 twos, then 
(r - 2) x 1 -+ (k - r + 1) x 2 + r - 1 (mod 2). By following the argu- 
ment of the preceding paragraph, we can establish a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between partitions counted by blc,?(m, n) with exactly r - 2 
ones and partitions counted by bk,+,+l(m - r + 2, n - m). 
If m 3 n or r 3 m + I, (4) follows from (3). If r = 1, (4) follows from 
(2) and an argument similar to that given in the two preceding praragraphs. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3. 
We now observe that for -1 < r < k, the bksr(rn, n) are uniquely deter- 
mined by conditions (l), (2), (3) and (4). To see this, we first note that from 
(2) and (4): 
b&m, n) = -b&.,(m - 1, n - I) + b.&m - 1, n - m) + b&m, n - m). 
(5) 
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Double induction, first on n then on Y, together with equations (I), (3), (4) 
and (5) gives us the value of bk,(m, n) for 0 < r < k. Finally, the b,,&r, n) 
are uniquely determined by the bk,,(m, n). 
We now consider 
(-XclL J(k-l),2,r,*to; .e 4”) = f f Cj&l?, I?) x”‘q”. 
m=O n=o 
From the fact that for 1 < r < k: 
J(r-1),2.r,2to; 0; q2) = J(~-l),2,ri2(0; x2; 0) = 1, 
wehavethatforl <r<k: 
Ck.rh 4 = I 
if 112 = n = 0 
if m < 0 or n < 0 but (m, n) # (0, 0). (6) 
Sin= t-xq)p Jo-~)~~.~(~; x2; q2) = (-xqh Hh4,2,0(O; x2q2; q2) = 0, we 
have: 
c,,,(m, n) = 0. (7) 
Since 
t-xq)m Jc--1)/2,--1/2(0; x2; q2) 
= t-xq)cc ~0-1),2,-1,2(0; x2q2; q2) 
= -(W-‘(6-xq)= ~(,-1),2.1,2(0; x2?; 41 
= -(xq)-‘t--qhc J(k-1),2,1,2(0; x2; q2), 
comparison of coefficients of xmqn yields: 
c,,-dm, 4 = -cl,& f 1, n + 1). (8) 
Finally, by comparing coefficients of xncqn on both sides of Lemma 1 
with a = 0, we see that: 
ck,rtm, n) - ck,r-2h n) = cp,k-,+ltm - r + 1, n - m) 
+ ck,k-r+ltm - r + 2, n - m). (9) 
Since the cIc,Jm, n) satisfy conditions (l)-(4), we have that bkaT(m, n) = 
c&m, n) for all m and n with - 1 < r < k. 
Thus, since &o b&m, n) = Bk,T,O(n)r we have: 
c &,F,otn) 4” = so z. Mm, n) 4” 
n>o / / 
= (-dm J(k--l)r’2,r12(0; 1; q2) 
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(1 - qy (by Lemma 2) 
71=1 
1~ +O,+r(mod 2k) 
Comparing coefficients of q”, we see that 
Ak,,,O(n) = Bk~rsO(n, for all n. 
CONCLUSION 
It should be pointed out that the casej = 0, k even and r odd is very similar 
to Andrew’s generalization of the Gollnitz-Gordon identities [2, p. 1141: 
THEOREM. Let r and k be integers with I < r < k. Let C,,,(n) denote 
the number of partitions of n into parts $2 (mod 4) and f0, f(2r - 1) 
(mod 4k). Let Dk,*(n) denote the number of partitions (dl + d, + ... + d,) 
of n in which no odd part is repeated, di >, di,, , di - di+k--l > 2 ifdi is odd, 
di - difkPl > 2 if d, even, and at most r - 1 parts <2. Then C&n) = 
Dk,,W 
It is immediate from the definition of C,.,(n) that 
2k,2T-1,0@) 4" = h2; d1 f Ck,,@) 4". 
VI=0 n=O 
The two theorems stated in this paper imply that: 
f B2k,2rw,0(4 4" = (q2; q4)a1 z. &An) 4". 
?I=0 
(10) 
(11) 
I am indebted to my referee for suggesting the following problem: Does 
equation (11) have a nice combinatorial proof? 
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